Effects of auditory stimulus timing in the respiratory cycle on the evoked cardiac response in man at rest.
The present experiments were carried out in 21 healthy adults to study the effects of auditory stimulus timing within the respiratory cycle on evoked cardiac response. The stimulus (80 dB white noise) was started by the first and finished by the second R-wave after change in respiratory phase, and presented in different series in either early inspiration or early expiration. The spirogram and eight sequential interbeat intervals (IBI) after respiratory phase change were recorded. The mean of IBI and standard deviation (SD) were calculated separately for each IBI of 20 trials for each subject, during both the prestimulus and poststimulus phases. The stimulus effects were expressed as changes from prestimulus conditions, in terms of delta IBI and delta SD. The mean of each of the eight IBI and its SD were found to vary consistently in the same direction, i.e., SD increased with increasing mean IBI. Stimulation during early inspiration did not produce any effect during this respiratory phase. It was not before the beginning of the following expiration that a significant deceleration was evoked, which was associated with an enhanced delta SD, whereas stimulation during early expiration promptly evoked a biphasic cardiac response of the deceleration - acceleration pattern and an increase and decrease in delta SD, respectively. While SD was found to be a function of age, no such finding was obtained for delta IBI and delta SD. These results are discussed in terms of the "vagal gating" hypothesis.